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We present a minimal yet empirically-grounded theory for the spread of online harms (e.g. mis-
information, hate) across current multi-platform social media and future Metaverses. New physics
emerges from the interplay between the intrinsic heterogeneity among online communities and plat-
forms, their clustering dynamics generated through user-created links and sudden moderator shut-
downs, and the contagion process. The theory provides an online ‘R-nought’ criterion to prevent
system-wide spreading; it predicts re-entrant spreading phases; it establishes the level of digital
vaccination required for online herd immunity; and it can be applied at multiple scales.

The online spread of scientific misinformation (e.g.
concerning COVID-19 vaccines, climate change) and
other harms (e.g. hate, racism) is a huge societal problem
[1–24]. The American Physical Society has even launched
a 2022 initiative aimed at countering such scientific mis-
information [25]. Preventing online harms from engulfing
a Metaverse [26, 27] will be even more challenging since
social media platforms will enhance their existing com-
munication tools with tactile, virtual-reality technologies
for remote working, gaming, events, networking and even
medical procedures. There are increasingly impatient
calls from governments for social media platforms to do
‘more’ [28, 29]. But without a clear understanding of how
harms spread online at scale, what does ‘more’ mean?

The structure of the current social media universe and
any future Metaverse is complex (Fig. 1(a)). It in-
volves hardware and algorithms of commercially compet-
ing platforms (e.g. Facebook, VKontakte) which then get
intertwined by the human activity of ∼ 3 billion users
from across the globe. Their link dynamics are also com-
plex. People aggregate into in-built communities around
particular interests (e.g. Facebook ‘page’ or VKontakte
‘club’ for parents) to share advice and experiences [30–
32]. These in-built communities, many with millions of
members, then create links with each other within and
across platforms to share content, e.g. a common URL
[19, 21]. This facilitates spreading of harmful material at
scale (Fig. 1(b)(c)). New intra- and inter-platform links
(Fig. 1(a)) can appear daily, and may then get removed
en masse during moderator crackdowns on online harms.

There is a wealth of remarkable studies in physics con-
cerning viral spreading on networks, e.g. by Newman,
Barabasi and many others including the cited articles in
Refs. [33–48]. A fascinating example is Watts et al. [49],
who showed resurgent epidemics arising in a hierarchical
metapopulation model. However we know of no study
that combines the features of (1) dynamical clustering of
nodes due to link formation and their sudden fragmenta-
tion en masse during targeted moderator actions against
online harms and (2) multiple species of node, e.g.

FIG. 1. (a) Minimal model of online spread of misinformation
and other harmful content. Each node is an in-built com-
munity such as a Facebook page or VKontakte club. Online
links form within and between node species and get shutdown
on masse by moderators, producing node cluster coalescence
and fragmentation. (b) Empirical data shows inter- and intra-
platform spread of Covid-19 misinformation/hate during pan-
demic [21]. (c) Empirical percentages of harmful material
from (b). Sample output from minimal model (black curves)
mimics profiles despite all four curves coming from just two
model outputs: for 4Chan and Telegram γ = 0.01, for Face-
book and Gab γ = 0.005. For all, vcRR = 0.95, vfR = 0.05,
β = 0.05. Black curves smoothed over timepoints.
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in-built communities on different platforms or taking dif-
ferent extreme positions such as anti-vaccination [20].
Figure 4b of Ref. [19] analyzes in-depth one such cluster
involving multiple species of node, which later suddenly
fragmented. SM Part B shows more empirical examples.

Here we develop a minimal model with these two fea-
tures, for the spread of online harms (Fig. 1(a)). Our
focus is on tipping points for system-wide spreading, not
fine-tuning parameters to get the best fits for infection
profiles as in Fig. 1(c). The nodes, and hence our re-
sults, are not limited to in-built communities: they could
represent different forms of Multiverse machinery as in
Refs. [50, 51]. Our results can also be applied at dif-
ferent scales to describe future Metaverses-of-Metaverses
etc. by renormalizing the definition of a node and species.

We start with the probability Pij(t) that two nodes i
and j selected randomly and independently from across
the multi-platform system (platform label α implicit) be-
long to the same cluster of nodes at time t, and hence
can share harmful material that they have at time t. For
M = 2 platforms R and B, the Master equation is:

dPij
dt

= −Pij
1

N

∑
k∈{...i...}

Pki[δkRνfR + δkBνfB ] (1)

+[1− Pij ]
1

N

∑
m∈{...i...}

Pmi
1

N

∑
n/∈{...i...}

Pnj [δmRδnRνcRR

+δmBδnBνcBB + δmRδnBνcRB + δmBδnRνcBR]

with sums over nodes within a cluster and outside a clus-
ter, and coalescence and fragmentation probabilities per
timestep {νcαα′} and {νfα}. N is the total system node
number. These clustering dynamics make sense empiri-
cally [14, 19–21] but can be generalized. Also, the prod-
uct kernel is consistent with online communications ac-
tivity data [15, 48] but can be generalized. For M > 2,
the equation is similar, with platform labels. Averaging
Eq. 1 in the steady-state for M ≥ 2 platforms, and with
pα the fraction of nodes on platform α, yields (see SM):

P = ν̄c(ν̄c +Nν̄f )−1 (2)

ν̄c =

M∑
α=1

νcααpαpα +

M∑
α6=α′,1

νcαα′pαpα′ , ν̄f =

M∑
α=1

νfαpα

(3)
The SM Fig. 1 shows good agreement between Eq. 2
and simulations.

We adopt a simple SIR viral process where S, I, and
R are the numbers of Susceptible nodes (i.e. not yet
received misinformation/harmful material X), Infected
nodes (i.e. received X and want to share it) and Recov-
ered nodes (i.e. no longer want to share X). More com-
plex processes can be treated similarly to what follows, by
inserting the appropriate P contributions in their equa-
tions. At each t, every I node can infect (i.e. share X

with) each S node in its cluster with probability β, and
every I node recovers (i.e. becomes an R) with proba-
bility γ. Empirically, the link dynamics and viral process
both evolve on a daily timescale, hence we allow our sim-
ulations to have N updates to the link dynamics prior
to every update of the N -body SIR process (see SM for
variations of this). When the link-cluster dynamics are in
steady-state, we start this viral process by making a Red
(R) node infected at t = 0, e.g. an in-built community
on VKontakte posts harmful material X.

We develop the theory at two levels of approximation.
Both give reasonable agreement with simulations, but
seeing which is closer for a given parameter range can
inform the best way to picture the system for that range:

(1) Effective Medium Theory (EMT). Here we insert the
P from Eq. 2 into the SIR equations for the entire
population of S, I, and R. Hence the EMT averages
within and across species, which crudely speaking tends
to underestimate the impact of correlations. This yields
Ṡ(t) = −βPS(t)I(t), İ = βPS(t)I(t)− γI and Ṙ = γI.
Setting İ > 0 gives a generalized ‘R-nought’ spreading
condition κEMT = (N − 1)Pβ/γ > 1, i.e. NPβ/γ > 1
for large N . Hence an approximate analytic condition
for preventing system-wide spreading is:

κEMT ≡ (N − 1)ν̄cβ[(ν̄c +Nν̄f )γ]−1 < 1 . (4)

Equation 4 shows explicitly the interplay, and hence
trade-offs for intervention, between the clustering dy-
namics (ν̄c and ν̄f ) and the viral dynamics (β and γ),
or equivalently their respective timescales given by the
reciprocals. A key implication is that even if β/γ > 1,
which means system-wide spreading is predicted using
conventional SIR equations, the no-spreading condition
in Eq. 4 can still be satisfied if ν̄c is sufficiently small
and/or ν̄f is sufficiently large. In short, the link dynam-
ics can prevent system-wide spreading even though the
implicit contagiousness of the material is sufficiently high
(β/γ > 1). The fact that so much material is spreading
system-wide online, suggests that current ν̄c and ν̄f val-
ues need adjusting. This finding also raises questions
about mitigation strategies that focus exclusively on the
implicit contagiousness (β/γ) of a specific piece of mate-
rial, as measured in some offline experiment.

(2) Beyond Effective Medium Theory (BEMT). Here we
insert the species-specific contributions within P (see Eq.
3) into the coupled SIR equations for R and B separately
(see SM Eqs. 27-32). Hence the BEMT only averages
within a species, which crudely speaking tends to overes-
timate the impact of correlations. The approximate ana-
lytic condition for preventing initial system-wide spread-
ing is (see SM Eq. 37 for derivation):

κBEMT ≡ (N − 1)P

pRν̄c

[
νcRRp

2
R +

1

2
(νcRB + νcBR)pBpR

]β
γ
< 1

(5)
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FIG. 2. Impact on system-wide spreading when probability of
inter-species (e.g. inter-platform) link formation is a fraction
F < 1 of probability of intra-species (e.g. intra-platform) link
formation (i.e. Case I). (a) Phase diagram for system-wide
spreading. In Figs. 2-4, red (blue) curve is EMT (BEMT)
theory which tends to underestimate (overestimate) correla-
tions, hence yellow area is crude indicator of spread in simu-
lation output (see SM for agreement). νf = 0.025, νc = 0.32,
β = 0.005, γ = 0.05. In Figs. 2-4, N = 10000 and one R
node is infected at t = 0 with link dynamics already in steady
state. (b) Simulation and theory for F = 0.2 and increasing
pR, which corresponds to dotted vertical line in (a).

Equation 5 also predicts that system-wide spreading can
be prevented even if β/γ > 1. The EMT and BEMT
also both mirror the full simulations in predicting that
although viral material can appear isolated and largely
eradicated on a given platform, it can simultaneously
be moving through inter-cluster links to other platforms
where it revives before later re-emerging on the original
platform. This means that moderators reviewing Face-
book (blue) clusters in January 2020 (Fig. 1(b)) might
conclude they are getting rid of Covid-19 misinformation,
only to see it later re-emerge via other platforms. This in
turn suggests system-wide spreading of harmful content
cannot be controlled by a single platform.

First, we apply our theory to the empirically relevant
scenario where the probability of inter-species (e.g. inter-
platform) link appearances differs from intra-species (e.g.

FIG. 3. Impact on system-wide spreading when probability
of link formation involving platform B is a fraction G < 1
of the probability of link formation within R only (i.e. Case
II). Phase diagram for system-wide spreading. νf = 0.05,
νc = 0.5, β = 0.01, γ = 0.05.

intra-platform) link appearances (Case I) as observed em-
pirically for VKontakte (R) and Facebook (B) [21]. We
set νcRB = νcBR = Fνc with νcRR = νcBB = νc, and for
simplicity νfR = νfB = νf . 0 ≤ F < 1 means the proba-
bility of link formation is smaller for nodes from different
species (e.g. platforms) than for the same species (e.g.
platform). Figure 2 shows the theoretical phase bound-
aries and illustrates the good agreement with simulation.
For this specific parameter range, the simpler EMT ap-
pears sufficient, though the SM confirms that the BEMT
is better elsewhere in the parameter space. As expected,
both theories predict that R (e.g. VKontakte) can pre-
vent spreading from it by reducing F – but non-trivially
this is only true if both R and B have comparable frac-
tions of nodes (pR not too far from 0.5). Specifically,
if (and only if) pR falls within the semi-ellipse shown,
F can be finite and yet still system-wide spreading will
not occur – this allows platforms to avoid blanket ‘social
distancing’ or ‘quarantining’ from each other, and also
avoid claims of over-policing. Figure 2(a) also suggests
that with F fixed and small, and pR evolving so slowly
that the theories remain valid (i.e. clustering-viral dy-
namics much faster than changes in pR), the system-
wide spreading will exhibit re-entrant phases (vertical
blue line). This warns that if a platform R finds itself
moving into a no-spreading regime as its popularity over
platform B grows (i.e. pR increases from a small initial
value), it cannot assume it is out of danger since it can
suddenly tip to a spreading regime as pR gets larger.

Second, we apply our theory to the empirically relevant
scenario of platform-dependent (or more generally, species
dependent) frequency of link appearances (Case II) as ob-
served for example when comparing Facebook and Gab
due to Facebook’s far higher levels of activity [21]. We
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FIG. 4. Impact of online vaccination on system-wide spread-
ing. Here the B nodes are the vaccinated subset of all N
nodes: their infection rate is χ = φβ < β. (a) Boundary shows
the φ values required to achieve no system-wide spreading for
a given F , i.e. to achieve online herd immunity. Link proba-
bilities as in Case I, with pR = 0.3. (b) Vaccination distorts
phase diagram compared to Fig. 2(a). φ = 0.5, νf = 0.025,
νc = 0.32, β = 0.008, γ = 0.05. Inset shows Facebook pages
(each is a node) in December 2020 surrounding the vaccine
debate. Red (blue) nodes are anti (pro) vaccination (see Ref.
[19]). Green nodes are neutral. Darker nodes of each color
are pages (nodes) that are vaccinated, i.e. they feature the
Facebook message promoting best-science vaccine guidance.
Their total fraction is pB . Lighter nodes of each color are not
vaccinated (i.e. total fraction pR = 1− pB). Most vaccinated
nodes are antis (red) but not all reds are vaccinated.

mimic this by setting νcRB = νcBR = νcBB = Gνc with
νcRR = νc. 0 ≤ G ≤ 1 means B nodes (e.g. nodes on
platform B) are less likely to form links as compared to R
nodes (e.g. nodes on platform R). Figure 3 shows the the-
oretical phase boundaries: no-spreading requires small G
and small pR, which makes a dominant (i.e. large pR) R
platform less likely to be able to prevent multi-platform
spreading irrespective of how it controls its frequency of
link appearances relative to other platforms.

Third, we use our theory to quantify the online herd
immunity required to prevent system-wide spreading.
The concept of a ‘digital vaccination’ is already being
pursued by Facebook: it posts positive counter-messages
on Facebook pages (nodes) to try to prevent misinforma-
tion taking hold (see inset Fig. 4(b) [19, 20]). Vaccinated
nodes have infection probability β reduced to χ = φβ
where 0 ≤ φ < 1. So ṠR(t) = −βPSR(t)I(t), ṠV (t) =
−χPSV (t)I(t), İ(t) = P (βSR(t) + χSV (t))I(t) − γI(t)
within EMT (V ≡ B hence pB ≡ pV etc.). Hence the
critical fraction of all N nodes that need to be vaccinated
to prevent system-wide spreading, is:

pV ≥
1

1− φ

[
1− γ

PNβ

]
. (6)

Equation 6 also applies when it is only the nodes on a
given platform B that are all vaccinated, i.e. pB ≡ pV
is fixed, in which case Eq. 6 predicts the level of vaccine
efficacy (1− φ) required to prevent system-wide spread-
ing. Figure 4(a) shows the boundary given by solving
for φ. The shift to higher F as φ decreases means that
increasing vaccine efficacy (1−φ) allows higher probabili-
ties of inter-species (i.e. inter-platform) link formation F
to be tolerated while still avoiding system-wide spread-
ing. Figure 4(b) is similar to Fig. 2(a), but shows the
impact of having all B nodes vaccinated, i.e. the phase
boundaries are distorted but the size of the spreading
region does not change much. This provides a warning:
the inter-platform link dynamics play such a crucial role
that vaccination of one species or platform can simply
end up refocusing the harmful material toward another.
This was observed during the pandemic, where action
against misinformation among the anti-vaccination nodes
on Facebook helped push it to other platforms where it
then proliferated.

Much remains to be done, e.g. there are many types
of platform and harmful material X, and the ‘infection’
terminology is imperfect. But our mathematical results
can be easily generalized to multiple platforms, and to
allow different X to have differing parameter values (e.g.
β and γ). Our results can also be applied at different
levels of granularity, e.g. different categories within or
across platforms with R (B) being anti- (pro-) establish-
ment science in association with climate change debates.
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20-1-0382 and FA9550-20-1-0383. We are grateful to
Nicholas J. Restrepo, Rhys Leahy, Nicolas Velasquez and
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in Fig. 1, and King Yan Fong for additional help.
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